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Abstrat. We present the proof of Diophantus' 20th problem (book VI
of Diophantus' Arithmetia), whih onsists in wondering if there exist
right triangles whose sides may be measured as integers and whose sur-
fae may be a square. This problem was negatively solved by Fermat in
the 17th entury, who used the wonderful method (ipse dixit Fermat) of
innite desent. This method, whih is, historially, the rst use of in-
dution, onsists in produing smaller and smaller non-negative integer
solutions assuming that one exists; this naturally leads to a redutio ad
absurdum reasoning beause we are bounded by zero. We desribe the
formalization of this proof whih has been arried out in the Coq proof
assistant. Moreover, as a diret and no less historial appliation, we also
provide the proof (by Fermat) of Fermat's last theorem for n = 4, as well
as the orresponding formalization made in Coq.
1 Introdution
Diophantus of Alexandria (. ad 250) was a Greek mathematiian whose life is
little known but who wrote the 13 books of a olletion alled Arithmetia [13℄.
Diophantus is usually onsidered to be the father of Algebra, and his books
onsider more than 130 problems (most of whih have been solved) of rst and
seond order leading to equations whose roots are either integer or frational.
Until 1972, only 6 books of this olletion had been retrieved (in the 15th en-
tury in Italy by Regiomontanus) when 4 other books were found in Iran. The
olletion was translated in the 16th entury by Wilhelm Holtzmann (also known
as Xylander) at Heidelberg (in Germany) and ompleted (in Frane) in Latin
by Claude-Gaspard Bahet De Méziria. Diophantus' work had a signiant in-
uene on Arabi mathematiians but also on western (and essentially Frenh)
mathematiians like Viete and Fermat. In the 17th entury, reading Bahet's
translation (now lost) of book VI (related to propositions over right triangles
whose sides are measured as integers), Pierre Simon de Fermat (1601-1665) [4℄
was interested, amongst others, in the following problem (20th problem): an
a right triangle whose sides are measured as integers have a surfae measured
as a square? Formally, this is equivalent to knowing if there exist four non-zero
integers x, y, z and t s.t.:
x2 + y2 = z2 and xy = 2t2.
We know that the rst equation has an innity of solutions (for example, 3,
4 and 5, et), alled Pythagorean triples [14℄ (for they measure the sides of a
right triangle and verify Pythagoras' relation), but with the ondition over the
surfae the problem is a little more diult so that Fermat answered this ques-
tion negatively [11℄ using a wonderful method (the word was applied by Fermat
himself): the innite desent [4,21,10℄. This method is based on the fat that
there does not exist any stritly dereasing non-negative integer sequene. Thus,
starting from a lemma haraterizing Pythagorean triples, Fermat's idea onsists
in re-expressing the problem with (stritly) smaller non-negative integers. More
preisely, Fermat onludes his proof as follows (quotation of the original text [4℄
in modern Frenh):
Si on donne deux arrés dont la somme et la diérene sont des arrés, on
donne par là même, en nombres entiers, deux arrés jouissant de la même
propriété et dont la somme est inférieure.
Par le même raisonnement, on aura ensuite une autre somme plus petite que
elle déduite de la première, et en ontinuant indéniment, on trouvera tou-
jours des nombres entiers de plus en plus petits satisfaisant aux mêmes on-
ditions. Mais ela est impossible, puisqu'un nombre entier étant donné, il ne
peut y avoir une innité de nombres entiers qui soient plus petits.
whih means that given two squares m2, n2 s.t. m2 + n2 and m2 − n2 are
also squares, we an nd two squares m′2, n′2 with the same properties s.t.
m′2 + n′2 < m2 + n2. Re-applying the proess innitely, we always nd smaller
non-negative integers (w.r.t. m2 + n2), whih is impossible beause we are
bounded by zero.
This proof is worth being formalized in a theorem prover for several reasons.
First, this is a nie mathematial proof in the sense that it is rather short (with-
out, nonetheless, being trivial) and uses an original method (innite desent).
Atually, it an be shown that the desent is equivalent to Noetherian indution
and even if it is diult to onsider indution reasoning as original these days,
it is more the expression of this indution (making it possible to establish uni-
versally false propositions) whih is interesting here (this method has not been
greatly formalized or even used in dedution systems). This provides an addi-
tional interest to Fermat's proof and to this work sine this is the rst use of
indution in the history of Mathematis. Moreover, beyond the fat that adding
this new theorem ontributes a little more to the formalization of Mathematis
on a omputer, the true hallenge is ertainly the development of the appliation
of the method itself (whih an vary widely from one problem to another
1
). Fi-
nally, this proof has a high re-use potential. Fermat's last theorem [17,21,16,10℄
(there do not exist non-zero integers x, y and z s.t. xn + yn = zn for n > 2)
an be easily dedued for n = 4 (also proved by Fermat) from the proof of
Diophantus' 20th problem and we also provide the proof in this paper as well
as its formalization. Innite desent is also used to prove Fermat's last theo-
rem for n = 3 (probably rst proved by Fermat and later by Leonhardt Euler
and Karl Friedrih Gauss independently), n = 5 (proved by Adrien-Marie Leg-
endre and Lejeune Dirihlet using Sophie Germain's work), n = 7 (proved by
Gabriel Lamé) and n = 14 (proved by Dirihlet). More generally, as laimed
in [21℄, the innite desent method is the method par exellene in number the-
ory and in Diophantine analysis in partiular.
As a theorem prover, we hose to use the Coq proof assistant [18℄ (V8.0).
Despite the fat that Coq is usually not onsidered to be one of the most
mathematiian-friendly theorem provers (essentially due to its proof style, i.e.
the proofs are expressed in a proedural way whih may seem unnatural for
mathematiian users, and probably a not high enough level of automation, i.e.
the system may be, in some ases, not strong enough to dedue automatially
theorems from others whereas it seems rather easy to do so by hand), our hoie
was motivated both by reent improvements regarding onrete syntax, in par-
tiular for arithmeti, and by a fairly suient degree of automation for the
problem we wanted to formalize (atually, only ring simpliations were needed
in our development).
In this paper, we present an informal (but rigorous) sketh of Fermat's proofs
for Diophantus' 20th problem and Fermat's last theorem for n = 4, as it would be
desribed in a usual Mathematis book. Next, we give details regarding the for-
malization of this proof emphasizing the diult points (essentially the lemmas
related to Pythagorean triples and the desent) and the solutions we provided.
2 Mathematial proof sketh
As said in the introdution, we want to prove that there do not exist right
triangles whose sides are measured as integers and the surfae as a square. This
means that there do not exist four non-zero natural numbers (the theorem is
also true for integers) x, y, z and t s.t.:
x2 + y2 = z2 and xy = 2t2.
The proof starts looking for a haraterization of Pythagorean triples, i.e.
the set of triples of natural numbers x, y and z verifying x2 + y2 = z2.
1
For example, using this method to prove Fermat's last theorem for n = 4 may be
onsidered as rather elementary, whereas the proof of Leonhardt Euler for n = 3
ruins any hope, for Christian Goldbah (his friend and boss), of using suh a method
to nd a general proof for this theorem.
In the following, N denotes the set of natural numbers (onsidering that
0 ∈ N), i.e. the set of non-negative integers, and N∗ is the set of natural numbers
exept 0, i.e. the set of positive integers.
2.1 Pythagorean triples
Historially, Pythagorean triples (also alled Pythagorean triads) were studied
by Eulid of Alexandria in his Stoiheion [14℄ (The Elements). But, as an be seen
in [21℄, a Babylonian tablet (Plimpton 322; . BC 1900-1600) already ontained
the omputation of fteen Pythagorean triples, whih tends to prove that suh
triples were at least known long before Eulid and may even have been alulated
aording to some rules. The set of Pythagorean triples an be haraterized by
theorem 1 below. The proof, we provide, uses a geometrial point of view and
onsists in loating the rational points of the unit irle. This proof is desribed
in [5℄ and is far dierent from the usual proofs that an be found in [8℄ or [16℄.
Theorem 1 (Pythagorean triples). Let S be the set of Pythagorean triples
and dened as S = { (a, b, c) | a, b, c ∈ N and a2 + b2 = c2 }. Let T be the set
dened as follows:
T = { (m(q2 − p2), 2mpq,m(p2 + q2)),
(2mpq,m(q2 − p2),m(p2 + q2))| m, p ∈ N, q ∈ N∗, p ≤ q,
p and q relatively prime,
p and q have distint parities}.
Then S = T .
Proof. We denote C = {(x, y) ∈ R2|x2 + y2 = 1}, the unit irle and, for r ∈ R,
Dr = {(x, y) ∈ R2|y = r(x+ 1)}. The proof is made in 6 steps:
Step 1: given a Pythagorean triple (a, b, c), whih is not (0, 0, 0), there exists
a orresponding point (a
c
, b
c
) of the unit irle. As c > 0, we an divide by c2:
(a
c
)2+( b
c
)2 = 1, whih veries the unit irle equation. Conversely, given a point
(a
c
, b
c
) of the unit irle, there exists an innity of orresponding Pythagorean
triples (ma,mb,mc), for m ∈ N. We have (a
c
)2 + ( b
c
)2 = 1 and we an multiply
by m2c2 obtaining: (ma)2 + (mb)2 = (mc)2.
Step 2: the set C ∩ Dr has two points. To nd these points, we have to solve
the following system: {
y2 = 1− x2
y = r(x + 1)
(1)
Thus, x must be solution of the following equation:
(1 + r2)x2 + 2r2x+ r2 − 1 = 0
The solutions are −1 and 1−r2
1+r2
. Using the seond equation of (1), we obtain
the two solutions {(−1, 0); (1−r2
1+r2
, 2r
1+r2
)}. We notie that the seond point is non-
negative for 0 ≤ r ≤ 1.
Step 3: now, given M ∈ C, we an show that the oordinates of M are rational
i there exists a rational r s.t. M ∈ C ∩Dr. First, let us suppose that we have
r ∈ Q with M ∈ C ∩Dr. We have two possibilities: either M = (−1, 0), whih
is trivially rational, or M = (1−r
2
1+r2
, 2r
1+r2
), where the oordinates are rational
frations (quotients of polynomials) in r ∈ Q, thus also in Q.
Conversely, let us suppose the oordinates (x, y) of M are rational. We have
two ases: either M = (−1, 0) and M is in M ∈ C ∩ Dr, for all r ∈ Q, or else
M 6= (−1, 0) and we take r = y
x+1
(whih is a rational), M is in C by hypothesis
as well as in Dr by onstrution of r.
Step 4: the points of C with non-negative rational oordinates are given by the
set {(1−r2
1+r2
, 2r
1+r2
)}, with r ∈ Q∩ [0; 1] (steps 2 and 3). Taking r = p
q
, with p ∈ N,
q ∈ N∗, p ≤ q and p, q relatively prime (irreduible fration), the set of points
of C with non-negative rational oordinates is the following:
W = {(q
2 − p2
p2 + q2
,
2pq
p2 + q2
)|p ∈ N, q ∈ N∗, p ≤ q, p and q relatively prime}
Step 5: It is not possible to derive a haraterization of Pythagorean triples
from W beause the rational points of the unit irle must be expressed with
irreduible frations. Hene, let us onsider the set W ′ dened as follows:
W ′ = { ( q2−p2
p2+q2
, 2pq
p2+q2
), ( 2pq
p2+q2
, q
2
−p2
p2+q2
) |
p ∈ N, q ∈ N∗, p ≤ q, p and q relatively prime,
p and q have distint parities}
Let us show that W = W ′. First, let us onsider the inlusion W ⊂ W ′:
given a point x = ( q
2
−p2
p2+q2
, 2pq
p2+q2
) ∈ W , sine p and q are relatively prime, either
p and q have distint parities, or they are both odd. In the former ase, we have
trivially x ∈ W ′. In the latter ase, let us look for p′ and q′ s.t.:
q2 − p2
p2 + q2
=
2p′q′
p′2 + q′2
and
2pq
p2 + q2
=
q′2 − p′2
p′2 + q′2
(2)
whih leads to the solutions p′ = q−p
2
and q′ = p+q
2
. These solutions are both
integers sine p and q are both odd. We have p′ + q′ = q and q′ − p′ = p; sine p
and q are relatively prime, p′ and q′ are relatively prime (knowing that if m+ n
and m− n are relatively prime then m and n are relatively prime). Sine p and
q are both odd, we have p = 2k + 1, q = 2k′ + 1 and we obtain p′ = k′ − k,
q′ = k+ k′+1. Considering all the ases w.r.t. the parities of k and k′, we easily
verify that p′ and q′ have distint parities. Thus, x ∈ W ′.
Conversely, let us prove the inlusion W ′ ⊂ W . Given a point x ∈ W ′, either
x = ( q
2
−p2
p2+q2
, 2pq
p2+q2
) or x = ( 2pq
p2+q2
, q
2
−p2
p2+q2
). In the former ase, x is trivially in W .
In the latter ase, we have to solve the system (2), whih leads to the solutions
p′ = q−p and q′ = p+ q. These solutions have distint parities (using the ondi-
tions over p and q together with proposition 1 in subsetion 2.2). Thus, x ∈ W
and we have shown that W =W ′.
Step 6: We have to show that S = T . Given (a, b, c) ∈ S, (a
c
, b
c
) is a point of
C (step 1), whih an be written as ( q
2
−p2
p2+q2
, 2pq
p2+q2
) or ( 2pq
p2+q2
, q
2
−p2
p2+q2
) (step 5).
The two frations
q2−p2
p2+q2
and
2pq
p2+q2
are irreduible (beause p and q are rela-
tively prime and have distint parities), so c is a multiple of p2 + q2. Setting
c = m(p2+ q2), we obtain the triple (a, b, c) = (m(q2− p2), 2mpq,m(p2+ q2)) or
(a, b, c) = (2mpq,m(q2 − p2),m(p2 + q2)). Thus, S ⊂ T .
Given a triple (a, b, c) ∈ T , either (a, b, c) = (m(q2−p2), 2mpq,m(p2+q2)) or
(a, b, c) = (2mpq,m(q2 − p2),m(p2 + q2)). In both ases, we only have to verify
that we have a Pythagorean triple (by omputation), i.e.:
(m(q2 − p2))2 + (2mpq)2 = (2mpq)2 + (m(q2 − p2))2
= m2(q4 + p4 − 2p2q2 + 4p2q2)
= m2(p2 + q2)2 = (m(p2 + q2))2
Thus, T ⊂ S and we have shown that T = S.
2.2 Innite desent
For this proof, whih is an appliation of the innite desent method [4,21,10℄,
we essentially used [11℄, but it is also desribed in [10℄. This proof an also be
found in [8℄ and [16℄, integrated into the proof of Fermat's last theorem for n = 4.
Using theorem 1, we an express the surfae of the right triangle as:
xy
2
= k2pq(q2 − p2) (3)
with k, p ∈ N, q ∈ N∗, p ≤ q, p, q are relatively prime and have distint
parities.
Thus, Diophantus' 20th problem is equivalent to asking:
Can pq(q2 − p2) be a square?
Preliminaries Here are some preliminary propositions (related to properties
regarding relatively prime integers and squares) we will have to use when building
the innite desent proof (to save spae, we do not provide the proofs of these
rather basi notions):
Proposition 1. Given m,n ∈ N s.t. n < m, if m, n are relatively prime and
have distint parities then m+ n and m− n are relatively prime.
Proposition 2. Given m,n ∈ N s.t. n ≤ m, if m, n are relatively prime then
m2, n2 are relatively prime and m, n, m2 − n2 are relatively prime.
Proposition 3. Given m,n ∈ N, if m2, n2 are relatively prime then m, n are
relatively prime.
Proposition 4. Given the sequene (un) over N, if u0, u1, . . . , un are relatively
prime and u0 × u1 × . . . × un is a square then u0, u1, . . . , un are squares.
We also reall Gauss's theorem (we do not give the proof again beause this is
quite an usual theorem, whih, in partiular, is already part of the Coq standard
library):
Theorem 2 (Gauss's theorem). Given a, b ∈ N, if d divides ab and if a, d
are relatively prime then d divides b.
To make the dependenies between the previous propositions and theorems
lear, it should be noted that proposition 1 and theorem 2 are also (impli-
itly) used in the proof of theorem 1 whereas theorem 2 is used in the proof of
proposition 1.
Proof of Diophantus' 20th problem We start by assuming that pq(q2− p2)
is a square. Propositions 2 and 4 allow us to laim that p, q and q2 − p2 are
squares. Let us have q = m2, p = n2 and q2 − p2 = r2. Thus, we obtain:
r2 = q2 − p2 = m4 − n4 = (m2 + n2)(m2 − n2) (4)
We have:
 m2 + n2 and m2 − n2 are odd beause p and q have distint parities;
 m and n are relatively prime (proposition 3);
 m2 + n2 and m2 − n2 are relatively prime (proposition 1).
As (m2 + n2)(m2 − n2) is a square, there exist (proposition 4) two natural
numbers u and v s.t.:
m2 + n2 = u2 and m2 − n2 = v2 (5)
But, u2 = q + p and v2 = q − p. Then, u and v are odd and are relatively
prime. Moreover, u2 − v2 = (u + v)(u − v) = 2n2 and u + v, u − v are even
(divisible by 2). If d is a ommon prime divisor of u + v and u − v then d
divides 2u and 2v (by addition and subtration). If d > 2 then d divides u and v
(theorem 2): this leads to a ontradition beause u and v are relatively prime.
Thus, gcd(u+ v, u− v) = 2.
However, the produt of two even numbers is divisible by 4. So, exatly one
of u + v and u − v is a multiple of 4. Let us assume that u − v is a multiple of
4: we have u − v = 4s and u + v = 2w, with s, w relatively prime and w odd.
Then we obtain:
(u+ v)(u − v) = 8sw = 2n2 and next: n2 = 4sw⇔ (n
2
)2 = sw
The numbers s and w are relatively prime and then s and w are squares
(proposition 4). Thus, we have:
u− v = 4a2, u+ v = 2b2, v = b2 − 2a2
Next:
n2 = 4a2b2 and using (5): m2 = n2 + v2 = b4 + 4a4
Writing m2 = b4 + 4a4 means that (b2, 2a2,m) is a Pythagorean triple (we
an remark that if we assume that u + v is the multiple of 4, we have the same
values for m and n). We an express this triple as desribed by theorem 1 and
observing that b2 is odd (for u and v are relatively prime):
(b2, 2a2,m) = (k′(q′2 − p′2), 2k′p′q′, k′(p′2 + q′2))
It is neessary that k′ = 1 sine b2 and 2a2 are relatively prime (for u and v
are relatively prime) and we have:
b2 = q′2 − p′2, a2 = p′q′
Finally, for the same reason, p′ and q′ are also relatively prime. As p′q′
and (p′ + q′)(q′ − p′) are squares, p′, q′, p′ + q′ and q′ − p′ are also squares
(proposition 4). Setting q′ = m2 and p′ = n2, we are bak to the initial point:
looking for m2 and n2 whose addition and subtration must be squares implies
looking form′2 and n′2 with the same property. But we havem′2+n′2 < m2+n2:
m′2 + n′2 = q′ + p′ =
b2
(q′ − p′) < b
2 < b2 + 2a2 < (b2 + 2a2)2 = m2 + n2
We an restart the reasoning and we will always nd stritly smaller non-
negative integers (not w.r.t. m and n but w.r.t. m2 + n2) verifying the same
onditions. However, this leads to a ontradition beause there does not exist
an innity of smaller non-negative integers (bounded by 0). This reasoning was
alled innite desent by Fermat. Thus, pq(q2 − p2) annot be a square and
Diophantus' 20th problem has no solution.
2.3 Appliation: Fermat's last theorem for n = 4
From the proof of Diophantus' 20th problem, we an dedue quite diretly the
proof of Fermat's last theorem for n = 4, i.e. there do not exist three non-zero
natural numbers x, y and z s.t. x4+y4 = z4. Regarding this proof, we essentially
used [12℄, but it an be also found in [10℄, [8℄ and [16℄.
As previously (for Diophantus' 20th problem), the idea is to dedue a on-
tradition and the proof starts by assuming that there exist x, y, z ∈ N∗ s.t.:
x4 + y4 = z4 (6)
We an assume that y and z are relatively prime. Otherwise if d is the gd
of y and z, then y = dy′, z = dz′ and we have:
z4 − y4 = d4(y′4 − z′4) = x4
Thus, d divides x and if x = dx′ then we have to prove:
x′4 + y′4 = z′4
whih is the initial equation (6) with y′ and z′ relatively prime.
We an also assume that y and z have distint parities. First, y and z annot
be both even beause we have just assumed that they are relatively prime. Next,
let us show that y and z an be supposed not to be both odd. Equation (6) an
be written as follows:
(x2)2 + (y2)2 = (z2)2
Thus, (x2, y2, z2) is a Pythagorean triple. As a onsequene of theorem 1,
one of the numbers x2 and y2 is even (of the form 2mpq). By symmetry of T ,
we an assume that y2 is even (otherwise we have to permute the role of x and
y: we an show that x and z are also relatively prime and we apply the same
reasoning whih follows). In this way, x2 and z2 are both odd (divided by an odd
m); otherwise, they are both even (divided by an even m) whih ontradits the
assumption that y and z are relatively prime. So, we an assume that y2 and z2
have distint parities, as well as y and z.
Moreover, equation (6) is equivalent to:
z4 − y4 = (z2 + y2)(z2 − y2) = x4 = (x2)2
This new equation shows that the problem is now redued to proving that
the expression (z2 + y2)(z2 − y2) annot be a square, with y, z relatively prime
and having distint parities. This has been already shown in subsetion 2.2 when
proving Diophantus' 20th problem with innite desent. More preisely, we are
exatly in the onditions of equation (4), where m, n are relatively prime and
have distint parities (sine p and q have distint parities).
3 Formalization
3.1 Generalities
As mentioned in the introdution, we used the Coq proof assistant (latest version
V8.0 [18℄) to arry out the entire formalization of Diophantus' 20th problem. This
hoie was essentially motivated by some of the reent improvements proposed by
this version of Coq. Amongst other features, we were attrated by the omplete
revision of the onrete syntax whih appears more homogeneous and whih
allows us to get a kind of overloading with a system of sopes. In partiular,
for number theory, this is quite appropriate beause we have exatly the same
notations (e.g. for 0, 1, +, ∗, et) over N, Z, Q or R. Despite the fat that
the proof style and the level of automation provided by Coq is not as suitable
as ould be expeted for mathematial developments, this release does learly
represent a step toward a more mathematiian-friendly framework.
Regarding the formalization, it was also neessary to make some hoies es-
sentially motivated by the developments provided by the standard library of Coq
as well as the level of automation oered by the system. For example, as seen
in setion 2, the theorem deals only with natural numbers but we use many ex-
pressions with the opposite - (together with appropriate side onditions ensuring
that the orresponding expressions are always natural numbers; see equation (3),
for example) and as N is only a semi-ring, the automation strategy over rings
(tati Ring) does not work as expeted (it does not simplify expressions in-
volving the opposite). As a onsequene, many algebrai simpliations must
be arried out manually using the appropriate ombination of rewritings. This
tends to slow down the development signiantly and we deided to use Z (with
some additional non-negativity onditions) instead of N. In this way, the theorem
is formally the same and we get a full automation for algebrai manipulations
(the tati Ring does work as expeted). Another point whih had to be dealt
with is that Coq's standard library does not provide a rational number theory
(used in the proof of theorem 1). Atually, there are several libraries of rationals
(ontributed by some Coq users), but no standard tends to emerge and espe-
ially none of them is related to the lassial real number theory provided by the
standard library. To work around this problem, we onsidered the real number
library and we used an ad ho rational prediate (onsidering that a rational
number is a real number expressed as a fration of two integers), whih was
quite suient to deal with our proof.
In the following, we present an outline of our formalization whih has been
separated in three signiant parts: the haraterization of Pythagorean triples,
the appliation of innite desent and the proof of Fermat's last theorem for
n = 4. The whole development is available as a Coq ontribution [2℄. For informa-
tion, this ontribution involves about 2000 lines of ode and took the equivalent
of two months of development.
3.2 Pythagorean triples
The proof in Coq of theorem 1 follows exatly the steps desribed in subse-
tion 2.1 (trying to haraterize the non-negative rational oordinates of the unit
irle). We do not give all the intermediary lemmas neessary to build the proof
and here are the two main lemmas (step 6) whih allows us to onlude:
Lemma pytha_thm1 : forall a b  : Z,
(is_pytha a b ) -> (pytha_set a b ).
Lemma pytha_thm2 : forall a b  : Z,
(pytha_set a b ) -> (is_pytha a b ).
where is_pytha is the Pythagorean triple prediate (orresponding to S)
and pytha_set is the set of Pythagorean triples (orresponding to T ), whih
are dened as follows:
Definition pos_triple (a b  : Z) :=
(a >= 0) /\ (b >= 0) /\ ( >= 0).
Definition is_pytha (a b  : Z) :=
(pos_triple a b ) /\ a * a + b * b =  * .
Definition ond_pqb (p q : Z) :=
p >= 0 /\ q > 0 /\ p <= q /\ (rel_prime p q).
Definition distint_parity (a b : Z) :=
(Zeven a) /\ (Zodd b) \/ (Zodd a) /\ (Zeven b).
Definition ond_pq (p q : Z) := ond_pqb p q /\ (distint_parity p q).
Definition pytha_set (a b  : Z) :=
exists p : Z, exists q : Z, exists m : Z,
(a = m * (q * q - p * p) /\ b = 2 * m * (p * q) \/
a = 2 * m * (p * q) /\ b = m * (q * q - p * p)) /\
 = m * (p * p + q * q) /\ m >= 0 /\ (ond_pq p q).
where Z orresponds to Z, Zeven/Zodd are respetively the even/odd pred-
iates over Z (predened in the Coq library) and rel_prime is the relatively
prime prediate over Z (also predened).
3.3 Innite desent
Innite desent and indution Historially, innite desent [4,21,10℄, in-
vented in the 17th entury by Fermat, is one of the rst expliit uses of reason-
ing by indution
2
(over natural numbers) in a mathematial proof (around the
same time, Blaise Pasal used a similar priniple to prove properties for num-
bers in his triangle). Nevertheless, as laimed in [22℄, some tend to think that
this priniple was, in fat, already used by the anient Greeks (in partiular, by
the Pythagorean mathematiian Hippasos of Metapont in the proof of the irra-
tionality of the golden number
1
2
(1+
√
5)) in the 5th entury BC, and thus, long
before Fermat, who simply reinvented it. Formally, Fermat's indution shema
an be expressed in a general way as follows:
(∀x.P (x)⇒ ∃y.y ≺ x ∧ P (y))⇒ ∀x.¬P (x) (7)
where the relation ≺ is supposed to be well-founded.
This shema is quite appropriate to establish universally false properties (in
partiular, Diophantus' 20th problem) but even if it appears that Fermat failed to
adapt it to prove universally true properties
3
, this priniple is, in fat, equivalent
2
Here, by indution, we mean omplete indution (or mathematial indution), in
ontrast to inomplete indution, whih was used in Fermat's time to establish on-
jetures and whih simply onsisted in verifying the validity of a proposition over N
for the rst values of N.
3
Atually, as an be notied in a work sent to Christiaan Huygens vîa Pierre de Caravi
(see [21,4,10℄), Fermat sueeded in using the desent to answer positive questions,
operating a kind of ¬¬-translation over the statement, more or less easily in some
to Noetherian indution [3,22℄, whih allows us to prove properties positively and
whih is the following:
(∀x.(∀y.y ≺ x⇒ P (y))⇒ P (x))⇒ ∀x.P (x)
where the relation ≺ is supposed to be well-founded.
Thus, to apply one or the other of these shemas to our proof (see subse-
tion 2.2), we only have to prove that the relation R(x, y)(x′, y′) ≡ x+y < x′+y′
(over N) is well-founded. This is trivially done using a ompatibility lemma
related to the relation < (predened in the Coq library), i.e. if there exists a
funtion f s.t. R(x, y)⇒ f(x) < f(y) then R is well-founded. Here, in our ase,
the funtion is simply f(x, y) = x+ y.
Development The formalization in Coq of Diophantus' 20th problem follows
the steps desribed in subsetion 2.2 and to onlude, we use the innite de-
sent shema. As said previously, for the innite desent priniple, we started
proving the Noetherian indution lemma adapted to our proof (using the well-
foundedness indution shema provided by the library of Coq, as well as the proof
that the relation given previously is well-founded) and then we dedued the in-
nite desent lemma. Here are some of the orresponding lemmas (we proved
the innite desent shema for N and we generalized it, with non-negativity side
onditions, to work over Z):
Lemma noetherian : forall P : nat * nat -> Prop,
(forall z : nat * nat, (forall y : nat * nat,
(fst(y) + snd(y) < fst(z) + snd(z))%nat -> P y) -> P z) ->
forall x : nat * nat, P x.
Lemma infinite_desent_nat : forall P : nat * nat -> Prop,
(forall x : nat * nat, (P x -> exists y : nat * nat,
(fst(y) + snd(y) < fst(x) + snd(x))%nat /\ P y)) ->
forall x : nat * nat, ~(P x).
Lemma infinite_desent : forall P : Z -> Z -> Prop,
(forall x1 x2 : Z, 0 <= x1 -> 0 <= x2 ->
(P x1 x2 -> exists y1 : Z, exists y2 : Z, 0 <= y1 /\ 0 <= y2 /\
y1 + y2 < x1 + x2 /\ P y1 y2)) ->
forall x y: Z, 0 <= x -> 0 <= y -> ~(P x y).
where the notation %nat is used to swith to the arithmeti sope of nat (the
default sope has been set for Z), the symbol * is the Cartesian produt and
fst/snd are respetively the rst/seond omponents of a ouple.
ases (for example, every prime number of the form 4n+1 is the sum of two squares)
and quite painfully in some others (suh as, every number is a square or omposed
of two, three or four squares). However, he never used a positive indution shema
to do so.
Next, here are four lemmas orresponding to the propositions stated in the
preliminaries of subsetion 2.2 (as said in this subsetion, Gauss's theorem has
already been proved in Coq and is part of the standard library):
Lemma prop1 : forall m n : Z, rel_prime m n -> distint_parity m n ->
rel_prime (m + n) (m - n).
Lemma prop2 : forall m n : Z, rel_prime m n ->
rel_prime (m * m) (n * n) /\ rel_prime m (m * m - n * n).
Lemma prop3 : forall m n : Z, rel_prime (m * m) (n * n) -> rel_prime m n.
Lemma prop4 : forall p q : Z, 0 <= p -> 0 <= q -> rel_prime p q ->
is_sqr (p * q) -> is_sqr p /\ is_sqr q.
where is_sqr is the square prediate dened as follows:
Definition is_sqr (n : Z) : Prop :=
0 <= n -> exists i : Z, i * i = n /\ 0 <= i.
Finally, here are the two main lemmas, a rened version of the problem (i.e.
looking for p, q s.t. pq(q2 − p2) is a square) and the nal problem:
Lemma diophantus20_refined : forall p q : Z,
p > 0 -> q > 0 -> p <= q -> rel_prime p q -> distint_parity p q ->
~is_sqr (p * (q * (q * q - p * p))).
Lemma diophantus20 :
~(exists x : Z, exists y : Z, exists z : Z, exists t : Z,
0 < x /\ 0 < y /\ 0 < z /\ 0 < t /\ x * x + y * y = z * z /\
x * y = 2 * (t * t)).
3.4 Fermat's last theorem for n = 4
The formalization in Coq of Fermat's last theorem for n = 4 follows the proof
desribed in subsetion 2.3. As previously stated, the idea is to use the refutation
of equation (4), established by the desent in the proof of Diophantus' 20th
problem and expressed as follows:
Lemma diophantus20_equiv : forall y z : Z,
y > 0 -> z > 0 -> y <= z -> rel_prime y z -> distint_parity y z ->
~is_sqr ((z * z + y * y) * (z * z - y * y)).
Here are the main lemma as well as a rened version making the appliation
of the previous lemma possible:
Lemma fermat4_weak:
~(exists x : Z, exists y : Z, exists z : Z,
0 < x /\ 0 < y /\ 0 < z /\ rel_prime y z /\ distint_parity y z /\
x * x * x * x + y * y * y * y = z * z * z * z).
Lemma fermat4:
~(exists x : Z, exists y : Z, exists z : Z,
0 < x /\ 0 < y /\ 0 < z /\
x * x * x * x + y * y * y * y = z * z * z * z).
4 Conlusion
4.1 Related proofs and formalizations
One of the most signiant related proofs is ertainly John Harrison's work, who
did the same formalization in HOL90 (an old implementation of the HOL [7℄
system). Atually, it is not exatly the same espeially regarding the proof of
Pythagorean triples (theorem 1), whih, as seen in subsetion 2.1, is based on the
haraterization of the rational points of the unit irle. Moreover, the formaliza-
tion desribed here is fully onstrutive in ontrast to Harrison's; we do not use
the exluded middle or any form of the axiom of hoie (the real numbers we use
are lassial but this ould be avoided relying on a onstrutive formalization of
real numbers or more appropriately of rational numbers; unfortunately, none of
these formalizations are standard theories in Coq).
In Coq, some non trivial proofs regarding number theory have been also
developed (as user ontributions, see [2℄). For example, Olga Caprotti and Mar-
tijn Oostdijk formalized Poklington's riterion for heking primality for large
natural numbers (their development inludes also a proof of Fermat's little theo-
rem). Valérie Ménissier-Morain also developed a proof of Chinese lemma (related
to the notion of ongruene) and nally, Laurent Théry [19℄ formalized the or-
retness proof of Knuth's algorithm whih gives the rst n prime numbers.
In other theorem provers, the Mizar system [20℄ provides a large library of
formalizations (the Mizar Mathematial Library). In partiular, a subset of this
library is dediated to Mathematis and is edited as the olletion entitled For-
malized Mathematis [6℄, whih ontains many developments regarding number
theory. In HOL (and variants), Joe Hurd [9℄ formalized the Miller-Rabin proba-
bilisti primality test and John Harrison is developing the Agrawal-Kayal-Saxena
primality test. Finally, in Isabelle [15℄, the projet direted by Jeremy Avigad [1℄
at Carnegie Mellon University aims at developing Mathematis in Isabelle's
higher-order logi and is fousing, in partiular, on extending the number theory
library of the Isabelle system.
4.2 Extensions
As far as the authors know, this work is one of the rst formalizations (together
with Harrison's) of a proof based on the innite desent priniple (other formal-
izations must ertainly use Noetherian indutions but they are not expressed
in the innite desent way). This opens up some possibilities of re-using this
method, whih an be easily generalized to any well-founded relation, for some
other proofs whih may be appropriate for this kind of reasoning (essentially uni-
versally false properties). As examples, we have another historial proof, whih
is the proof of Fermat's last theorem for n = 3 [8℄ (whih is, in fat, the basi
ase if we try to prove Fermat's last theorem by indution). The proof (maybe
by Fermat and later by Euler and Gauss independently) also uses the priniple
of innite desent but is longer and far more tehnial than that for n = 4. This
should not be onsidered as surprising: indution an be applied trivially in some
proofs whereas in some others, it turns out to be triky to make it work and this
is also true for the innite desent shema. Also, it would be possible to adapt
the method to formalize other proofs (equally historial) of the same theorem for
other spei values of n (n = 5, n = 7, et), whih similarly use the desent and
whih essentially ome from attempts to prove the theorem in the general ase
(in this situation, it may appear surprising that the breakthrough ame from a
link with algebrai geometry and did not use any kind of indution). But, more
generally, as pointed out in [21℄, innite desent is the method par exellene
in number theory and in Diophantine analysis. In this way, some other projets
ould be Fermat's equation [16,8,21,10℄ (also wrongly alled Pell's equation in
older writings; i.e. the equation x2 − Ny2 = 1 has innitely many solutions in
Z if N > 1 and is not a square), where the method of desent ould be used
to get a proof of existene (but not to ompute solutions), or, more ambitiously
and also more modern, the proof of Mordell's theorem [21℄ (the group of rational
points of an ellipti urve is always nitely generated), where the desent has
been rened to be applied.
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